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A power variety of semigroups is a variety BY generated by the semigroups of 
the parts of each semigroup from some variety Y. The problem of determination of 
the power variety z?Y associated with Y is solved in the following way. First, find 
the variety Stab Y defined by the “stable” identities which hold in Y. To obtain 
BY, take the join of Stab ,I/ with the variety of all semilattices. Stab W” is actually 
the variety B’Y generated by the semigroups of the nonempty parts of each mem- 
ber of Y. It follows that the operator P’ is idempotent while B # @ = 9’. Further, 
Y27r is defined by the permutation identities which hold in Y. Via the 
manipulation of stable identities and using some basic results from the theory of 
well-quasi-ordering, it is shown that the semilatticc of varieties of the form BY is 
countable and better-quasi-ordered under inclusion. Similar questions are also 
considered in the context of generalized varieties. 0 19X9 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of certain operations on rational languages leads to the 
consideration of pseudovarieties generated by power semigroups or 
power monoids (cf. [ 11, 16, 121). The case of monoids has been treated 
successfully by Margolis and Pin [9] (see also [ 131). For semigroups, 
the problem of determination of the above pseudovarieties appears to be 
considerably more complicated. In view of the relationship between 
pseudovarieties and varieties, as was made clear by Ash [2], it is natural to 
consider the corresponding question for varieties and generalized varieties. 
The present work reduces this problem to deciding which identities of a 
particularly simple type (stable identities) hold in a given variety. 
The remainder of the paper deals with the relation of consequence for 
stable identities, and uses some results from the theory of well-quasi- 
ordering to draw some conclusions on the set of all varieties which are 
defined by stable identities. For example, this set is shown to be countable 
and better-quasi-ordered under inclusion. 
* This work was supported, in part, by NSERC Grant A4044. Current address: Centro de 
Matemitica, Universidade do Porto, 4000 Porto, Portugal. 
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2. NOTATION 
For a semigroup S, P(S) (respectively P’(S)) denotes the semigroup of 
all subsets of S (respectively nonempty subsets of S) under the operation 
AB= (ab E S: a E A, b E B). For a (generalized) variety V of semigroups, 
9?V (respectively P’Y) denotes the (generalized) variety generated by the 
collection of all Y(S) (respectively P’(S)) with SE V. As we will observe 
later, no ambiguity arises from the use of the same symbols in both 
contexts of varieties and generalized varieties. 
Let X= {x,, x2, . . . } be a countable set of variables and denote by Xt 
the set of all nonempty semigroup words in the elements of X, that is, the 
free semigroup on X. For w E X+, c(w) denotes the set of all elements of X 
which occur in w. 
A pair (w, V), where w E X+ and VG X+, will be called an identical 
inclusion and written w E V. A semigroup S is said to satisfy WE V 
(abbreviated S + w E V) if, for every mapping cp: X + S, the inclusion 
cpw E qV holds, where cp is canonically extended to a homomorphism 
X+ +S and cpV= {cpu:u~ V}. In case V= {a}, WE V gives the usual 
identity w = v. 
For a positive integer n, let N,, = { 1, 2, . . . . n}. N denotes the set of all 
positive integers. If p: Z + .Z is a mapping, we let Im p = (pi: i E Z}. 
3. IDENTITIES SATISFIED BY .9’(S) 
Under this section, we obtain an analog of Ljapin’s [7] characterization 
of the identities satisfied by B(S) for the case of S’(S). Our treatment of 
this case closely follows [7] and is included mainly for the sake of 
completeness. 
Henceforth, let ~1: NP + R4 and B: N, + N be arbitrary mappings. Let 
p’ =p + 1 Im /?\Im aJ and fix a listing j,, j2, . . . . j,, --p of the elements of 
Im ~9 \ Im a. We extend a to a’: NP. -+ N by defining a’i = ai if 1 6 i <p and 
a’i = ji --p if p < i < p’. We then obtain a finite nonempty set of mappings 
/I/a={y:N,+N,.: a’yi = pi for all i E N,} 
and a corresponding set of words 
F(a,P)={XylXy2...xyqEX+:YEB/a}. 
The set F(/?, a) is defined in a similar way. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a semigroup. Then, for all A,, A,, . . . . A, EP’(S), 
we have A,, Ac,* ’ . . A, E A,, A,, . ..A., if and only if Sk x,xZ.--xp~ 
Fta, PI. 
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Proof For the only if part of the statement, let cp: X+ S be any 
mapping and let VXi = ai (i = 1,2, . ..). Consider the sets Di = {uj: a’j= i}. 
Note that uj~ D,,, so that Di # 0 for all i E Im a u Im /I. By hypothesis, 
ala2 . ..a.EDalDa2.,.Dclp~D81D82...DBq. 
Hence, for each j E N,, there exists zj E D, such that a, a, . . . a, = z, z2 . . . zq. 
Let 6 E p/a. For each j E N,, zj E D, = D,,,. If Sj <p, then we fix yj E NP 
such that zj = uYj and cr’(rj) = a’(6j). We then define a mapping y: N, --t N,, 
by letting rj = Sj if Sj >p. It follows that y E /I/a and so 
cp(Xl x2 . ..xp)=a.a2...a,=z,z2...z, 
=uy,ay2’..uyq = dx,1x,* --$Jr 
establishing S ‘t= x1 x2 . f . xy E F(cr, fl). 
Conversely, suppose the identical inclusion x1 x2 . . . xg E F(a, b) holds in 
S. Let A,, AZ, . . . . A,E B’(S) (where Im au Im b c N,) and let zie Anti 
(i= 1, 2, . . ..p’). Consider any mapping cp: X+ S such that cpxi= zi. By 
hypothesis, rp(x,x, . . . xP) E @(a, b), that is, there exists y E /3/a such that 
cpbl x2 . . . xp) = cp(xyl xy2 . . . x7,). Hence, 
ZlZ2 . ..z.=cp(x,x*...x,) 
= (P(XylXy2 . . . xy,) 
Thus, A.,A,z...A,~Ag,A82...A89, as desired. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1, we obtain the announced 
characterization of the identities satisfied by P’(S). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S be a semigroup and let u = x,~x,~. . .x,, 
v=xglXp*...XpyEX+. Then S’(S) b u=v ifandonly ifs k x,x2.-.xp~ 
F(cr, j?) and S t= x1x2-..xy~F(j, a). 
COROLLARY 3.3 (Ljapin [7]). Let S be a semigroup and let u, v E X+. Zf 
c(u) # c(v), then 9(S) k u = v. 
If c(u) = c(v), with ZJ = x,i x,* . . . xGP, v = xB1 xBz.. -xBq, then the identity 
u = v holds in B(S) if and only if S satisfies the following two identical 
inclusions 
x1x2 .-.X,EF(& PI, XIX2 . . . xq E F( /I, Lx). 
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4. STABLE IDENTITIES 
An identity u = v is said to be stable if no variable occurs twice in any of 
the words u, v, that is, each of u, v is a product of distinct variables. If S is a 
semigroup satisfying a stable identity u = v, then it is easy to check that 
P’(S) also satisfies u = v, so that stable identities are preserved by the 
operator 9’ on semigroups. Under the next section, we will show that in 
fact stable identities are precisely the identities preserved by the operator 
9’ on varieties. 
Under this section, we establish some preliminary results. They show 
that stable identities are intrinsically connected with certain sets of 
identities. 
For a set Z of identities and an identity o, Z t- w means that o is a 
consequence of Z, i.e., o holds in every semigroup which satisfies Z. 
For the next lemma, the following notation will be convenient. Given a 
mapping ~1: N, -+ N, o, denotes the identity x,x2 . ..x.=x,~x,~ ..‘x,~. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p: N, + N be a mapping. Then, the identity w, is 
equivalent to the stable identity w, where ai = pi if i E L = flF= I Im(p’) and 
ai=r+i ifieN,\L. 
Proof: Note that the iterated mapping p’ is considered to be defined 
wherever possible. Since the domain of p is finite, we must have p” = p” + m 
for some positive integers n, m. Hence, p induces a permutation on 
L = Im(p”) and so, w, is a stable identity. 
The substitution of xPi for x,, i (i = 1, 2, . . . . r) in the identity o, yields 
co P, showing that o, is a consequence of 0,. 
To prove the converse, we start by observing that for ~1: N, + IV, 
o,+o, where Ei=ai if iEImanN, and Ei=r+i if iEN,\Imcr. Indeed, 
if iE N,\Im ~1, then the variable xi does not occur in the word 
x,1 x,2 ’ . . xcw, so that, if w, holds in a semigroup, then the product 
xix2 . . . x, is independent of the value of xi in the semigroup; thus, we may 
replace the ith variable in x,ixz2 . . . x,, by any other variable, say x, + i. 
Now, suppose inductively that o PC,+ I, is a consequence of oP for 0 < I < k, 
where p (‘+l)i=pi if iEN,nIm(p’) and p(‘+‘)i=r+i if ieN,\Im(p’), and 
p” denotes the identity inclusion N, + N. Since 
Im(pCk + i) )nN,={jEN,:j=pi, forsome iEN,nIm(pk)) 
=P(N,~WP~))~N, 
= Im(pk+‘) n N,, 
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we deduce from the above remark that op(~) I- O~W+U and hence, 
w, c o.I~(/~+I). As p(l)= p, it follows that O~W) is a consequence of wp for all 
k. The result is now clear since p’“+ ‘) = cr. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let y: N, + N,, 6: N, + N, be any mappings with 
s 2 max{ p, q}. Then, the set of identities 
c={~,:x,x2...xp=xy~xy2...xyq; 
P2: x1x2 ..'xq=x&lxg2 -~&-J 
is equivalent to a set of two stable identities with the same left sides as p1 and 
p2, respectively. 
Proof Extend y and 6 to mappings 7 and S on f+J by letting 7 and 6 act 
as the identity outside N, and N,, respectively. 
Substituting xyi for xi in p2, we obtain 
c + x,x2 . . . xp = Xyl xy2 . . * xyq = XVdl x762 . . . x+ 
Iterating m times the identity o, given by Lemma 4.1 with r =p and p = j$ 
so that rY is the identity on L = nF= I Im(j3), we deduce 
‘z-+x,x2’- .xp=x[lx/2.. ‘XC*, 
where ii = i if i E L and [i = p + i if i E Np \ L. Combining this last identity 
with p2, we obtain 
where6’j=6jifjELand6’j=s+jifjENp\L.Further,since~~actsasa 
permutation on L, the same is true of 6 and so & is a stable identity. Also, 
the substitution of x6j for x,+~ shows that 1, I- p2. Similarly, 
wherey’i=yiifiEM=nr=r Im(6y)kandy’i=s+iifiEN,\M,andA,isa 
stable identity such that Iz, k pr. Hence, the set {A,, A,} is equivalent 
to c. 
5. THE OPERATORS 9' AND 9 ON 
VARIETIES AND GENERALIZED VARIETIES 
For a class V of semigroups, let HW, 983, ZW, P,,%, and Pow % denote 
respectively the classes of all homomorphic images, subsemigroups, direct 
products, finite direct products, and arbitrary direct powers of elements of 
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%‘. Recall that V is a variety if and only if %? = HSPW. Following Ash [2], 
we say that %? is a generalized variety if %? = HSPr,, Pow %‘, Equivalently, V 
is a generalized variety if and only if V = ViEI < where {q: i E I} is some 
directed family of varieties (cf. [2]). 
Let J= (0, 1 > denote the two-element semilattice and let YI be the 
semigroup variety of all semilattices. As it is well known, YZ is the variety 
generated by J and J t= u = v if and only if c(u) = c(v). We call an identity 
u = v where c(u) = c(v) regular; if c(u) # c(v), we say u = u is irregular. 
The proofs of the following two lemmas are straightforward and 
therefore will be omitted. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R, T, and Ri (iE I) be semigroups. Then 
(i) RES(S’(R))ES(~(R)), Y(R)EH(B’(R)xJ); 
(ii) RE O(T) implies 9’(R) E 0(9’(T)) and 9(R) E 0(8(T)) for 
O=H, S; 
(iii) IliE/ y’(Ri) E S(p’(nic, Ri)). 
LEMMA 5.2. (i) If V is a variety, then 9’-tr = HS{YR: R E Y-1 and 
c!?Y = HS[ { B’R: R E V”} v P( J} 1, both in the varieties and generalized 
varieties contexts. 
(ii) The equalities in (i) still hold $ Y is a generalized variety. 
(iii) For a generalized variety V, 9V = B’V v 91. 
(iv) lfw=UIEI% is a union of a directed family of varieties, then 
8’~=Ui.,~‘~and~-llr=UiE,~~. 
A regular stable identity is called a permutation identity. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let Iv be a variety. Then Stab Y (resp. Per Y) 
denotes the smallest variety containing V which is defined by stable 
identities (resp. by permutation identities). Y is said to be a stable (resp. 
permutational) variety if V = Stab Y (resp. Y = Per V). 
DEFINITION 5.4. Let YY be a generalized variety. w is said to be stable 
(resp. permutational) if it is a directed union of stable (resp. permutational) 
varieties. In general, Stab %‘” (resp. Per %‘) denotes the smallest stable 
(resp. permutational) generalized variety containing %‘“. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let W = Ui, I 94$ be a union of a directedfamily of varieties. 
Then 
(i) Stab YV = Uic, Stab K, 
(ii) Per -W = Uic, Per 9$, 
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where, in each equality, the operators Stab and Per are taken in the 
generalized variety context on the left side and in the variety context on the 
right side. In particular, there is no ambiguity in the use of either the variety 
or generalized variety operators Stab and Per when applied to varieties. 
Proof: (i) The inclusion c follows directly from the definitions. For 
the converse, let Y = Uke K Yk be a union of a directed family of stable 
varieties such that w E Y. Then, for all i E Z there exists ki E K such that 
%‘E Yk,, since each q is the variety generated by a single semigroup. Since 
Y//, is a stable variety, it follows that Stab %E &,. Hence, lJie, Stab es 
UkEK&=Y. Thus Stabw?UiE,StabdY,‘. 
The proof of (ii) is entirely analogous. 
We may now state and prove our first main result. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let w be a (generalized) variety of semigroups. Then 
(i) 9’9Y = Stab YV; 
(ii) 9V = Stab -llr v YZG Per “Ilr; 
(iii) if JE Y’Y, then 9w = 8’w = Per -ly. 
Proof (i) Since B’(R) satisfies all stable identities which hold in R, it 
is clear that 8’V G Stab V for a variety Iv. For the converse, suppose 
that B’Y + E: x,, xEz e .. xEp = xB1 xBz . . . xB4. Then, by Theorem 3.2, 
Y + X,X2”’ x,~F(a, /I) and Y + x1x2 . . .x,EF(P, a). Let T be the 
-Y--free semigroup on a countable set {a,, az, . ..I of generators. Then 
ala2 ~.-ap=aylay2.~.aYg for some y E /?/a. Hence, V + w1 : x1 x2 . . . xp = 
XylXy2 “‘X,,. Similarly, there exists 6 E a//I such that V k 02: x1 x2 . . . x, = 
x,lxc52”‘x~p~ Let z= {CO,, 02} and note that oi I-E for i= 1,2. For 
example, substituting xEpi for xi in CO, we obtain the identity E. 
By Proposition 4.2, JC is equivalent to a set C’ of stable identities. Hence, 
^Y k 2’ and so Stab Y k JC”, whence Stab 9’” k C and so Stab V k E. 
This establishes Stab Y E Y’Y and therefore 9’-Y- = Stab -V for a variety 
Y. The case of generalized varieties follows by Lemmas 52(iv) and 5.5(i). 
(ii) is immediate from (i) and Lemma 5.2(iii). 
(iii) Since the only stable identities that hold in J are all the per- 
mutation identities, if -Y- is a variety and JE Y, then Stab V = Per V. 
Also, BY = 8’V by Lemma 5.2(iii). Hence, 8Y” = 9’9’” = Per Y. Again, 
the case of generalized varieties follows using Lemmas 5.2 and 5.5. 
COROLLARY 5.7. We have the following equalities of operators on 
generalized varieties: 
(i) 9’ = (9’)’ = Stab; 
(ii) B2 = p3 = Per. 
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We now proceed to clarify the role played by permutation identities in 
relation to the operator 9. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let o be an irregular stable identity. Then, there exists an 
identity 1 such that [o] v Yi k i and 1 is not a consequence of the identity 
x,x2 = x2x1 (and hence, I. is not a consequence of any set of permutation 
identities). 
ProoJ: Let w: u = u. Let y be the first variable occurring in u. If y does 
not occur in u, then o + u = yu since, in the presence of the identity w, the 
product u is then independent of the value of y. Also, obviously 
YZ I- u = yu. However, since any use of the identity x,x2 =x2x, does not 
produce any changes in the number of occurrences of any variable in a 
given word, we have xi x2 = x2x1 I+ u = yu. Thus, we may assume that y 
occurs in a. Similarly, we may assume that the last variable z occurring in u 
also occurs in 0. 
Substitute y for all variables in c(u)\c(u) and z for all variables in 
c(u)\c(u) to obtain a regular identity J such that w + 1. Then, 9’1 k R and 
xix2 =x2x1 tt 1, the latter relation because at least one of the variables 
y, z occurs only once on one side of the identity 1 but more than once on 
the other side. 
The final assertion of the lemma (in parentheses) follows from the above 
together with the observation that every permutation identity is a 
consequence of xi x2 = x2x1. 
COROLLARY 5.9. The following statements are equivalent for any 
generalized variety W. 
(i) 8V = Per w. 
(ii) 8w = 8’w. 
(iii) Per %‘” = Stab %‘“. 
(iv) 9w = 9*7Y. 
Proof: The equivalence between (i) and (iv) is obvious in view of 
Corollary 57(ii). The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear from Theorem 5.6 
once the equivalence of (i) and (iii) is established. Further, (i) clearly 
follows from (iii) because of Theorem 5.6(ii). Hence, it suffices to show that 
(i) implies (iii). 
Suppose YY = ui,, %‘j is a generalized variety and Per 9’” # Stab w. We 
may assume that the index set Z is partially ordered by a relation < such 
that Z itself is directed and i <<j implies KE %$ where K is a variety for 
all i E I. If, for all j E Z there exists i E Z with j < i such that Per %$= Stab Y#$ 
then, given any k E Z, there exists i E Z with k < i and Per Y#$ E Stab Kz 
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Stab w, whence Per -W = Stab -w^. Hence, there exists k, E Z such that, for 
all kEZ with kO<k, PerY$#Stab71y,. Let K= {kEZ:kO<k). Then, for 
each k E K, there exists an irregular stable identity ok such that I/lTk l= ok. 
By Lemma 5.8, it follows that there exists an identity I, such that 
[o,]v~l~IZ~andx,x,=x,x,~t~.HenceB~~=Stab~~vYI~~, 
but Per y k 1, for all Jo Z. 
We deduce that, for all i E Z, Per q !& 8YV. For, if Per Y&G SW = 
lJiC, 9?$, then there exists k E K such that Per %$c 9+&j. However, by 
the above, Ak holds in 99&j but not in Per 7’$. Hence Per w & 9w, 
completing the proof of the corollary. 
EXAMPLE 5.10. Let Y=[xIx2=xzxI, xl=xIx~], the semigroup 
variety of all abelian groups of exponent 2. It is clear that Y does not 
satisfy any irregular stable identities and therefore Stab Y = Per V = 
[x,x2 =xIxI]. Note that .Z$ V, so that we may have 8w =9’7V while 
%#W. 
To conclude this section, we give some simple applications of Theorem 
5.6. 
THEOREM 5.11. Let -Y be a variety which is defined by identities in which 
both sides involve some repeated variable. Then, B’V consists of all 
semigroups. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.6, it suffices to show that Y satisfies no nontrivial 
stable identity. 
Let Z denote the ideal of the semigroup X+ consisting of all words which 
involve some repeated variable, and let F= X+/Z denote the corresponding 
Rees quotient. Then, it is obvious that FE V but F does not satisfy any 
nontrivial stable identity, whence neither does Y. 
Remark 5.12. The converse of Theorem 5.11 fails, for example, for 
V” = [x=x2], the variety of all bands. 
THEOREM 5.13. Zf V is a (semigroup) variety which contains some 
noncommutative monoid, then S’Y is the variety of all semigroups. 
Proof We show that a noncommutative monoid A4 cannot satisfy any 
nontrivial stable identity. The theorem then follows from Theorem 5.4. 
So, let o be a stable identity which holds in A4. If xi,, occurs on one side 
of w but not the other then, assigning the value 1 to all variables other 
than xi, and the arbitrary value m E A4 to xiO, we deduce that m = 1, so that 
M = { 1 }, contradicting the noncommutativity of M. Hence, u is a 
permutation identity. But, a straightforward argument shows that no 
nontrivial permutation identity can hold in M, completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
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Remark 5.14. Let F be the semigroup with zero with the following 
presentation 
F= (e,f,s; e=e2, f =f 2, s=es=sf, ef =fe=O>. 
Then, the (semigroup) variety V generated by F is 
Y= [x:=x;, x,x*x, =x;x;=x;x;] 
(see, e.g., [3]). By Theorem 5.11, 9’V is the variety of all semigroups. 
However, if M is a monoid in Y, then M + x2 = J$ (substituting 1 for x1 
in x,x2x1 =x:x$); i.e., M is a band. Since M k x:x; = xix:, it follows that 
M is commutative. 
Hence, V contains no noncommutative monoids and so, the converse of 
Theorem 5.13 fails. 
In connection with the previous observation, the following question is 
naturally raised. Is there a finite list S1, S,, . . . . S, of (finite) semigroups 
such that, if V is a variety satisfying no nontrivial stable identities, then Y 
contains either a nonabelian group, or one of the semigroups Si for some 
i E ( 1, 2, . . . . n > ? For related information, see [8]. 
Remark 5.15. With some relatively small extra care, one can check that 
Theorem 5.6 also holds for generalized varieties of monoids. Actually, the 
situation for monoids is far simpler than the one for semigroups. Indeed, in 
the proof of Theorem 5.13 we have already observed that nontrivial stable 
identities for monoids are either equivalent to the identity x, = xZ or the 
identity x, x2 = x1x1. In particular, there are exactly three stable 
(generalized) varieties of monoids, namely the trivial variety [x, = x2], the 
commutative variety [x,x2 = x2x1], and the variety of all monoids. 
6. MORE ON STABLE IDENTITIES 
Under this section, we reduce the study of stable identities to some 
particular types of these identities, for which, for example, the relation of 
consequence is easier to describe. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A stable identity of the form 
I p,r,q:XlXZ..*X,=X1 ~~~xpx,+I”‘x,~,x,+,+lx,~q+, “‘X,, 
where r =p + m + q, p, m, q > 0 not all zero, will be called simply insertive. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let co: x1x2. -.x, = xyl xY2.. . xyr, where, for each ie N,, 
yi=ioryi= r + i, and y is not the identity on N,. Then, o is equivalent to the 
identity A,,,%, where (with the convention max 0 = 0) 
p=max{jEN,:yi=iforalli<j} 
q=max{jEN,:yi=iforallr-j+l<iir}. 
Proof We first reformulate the lemma as follows: if a product 
X1X2 . . .x, is independent of the values of the factors xi and xj with i < j, 
then it is also independent of the values of xi for all i < I < j. To prove this 
statement, just note that 
XIX2”‘X,=X “‘Xi-,X 1 r+iXi+ 1 “‘Tj-1X,+jXj+l “‘X, 
t-X~X2.“X,=X1.‘.Xi-~(X2~+jX2r+i+~.”X2r+j-l)Xi+l”‘X, 
=x1 .“Xi-~X2r+i’.‘X2r+j-~(Xi+l”‘Xj)Xj+l.”X, 
=X1 “‘Xi--X2r+i.“X2r+j-l (x r+i+l ... xr+j) xj+ 1 “‘xr 
=X1 .*. Xi-~(X2r+~~~~X2r+j-I)X~+i+l~~~X~+jXj+l~~~X~ 
=x, “‘Xi-,X,+iX,+i+l “‘xr+jxj+l “‘xr’ 
LEMMA 6.3. Let o:x,x2..~x,=x1~~~xpx,~~~~x,,x,~q+,~~~x, be an 
irregular stable identity such that K= {p + 1, p + 2, . . . . p + m} c Im a, 
al#p+l and an#r-q, where r=p+m+q and m>O. Then, o is 
equivalent to the identity IZp,r,q. 
Proof If m = 0, the result is obvious. Suppose m >O. To simplify the 
notation, when we write below ii we mean that, in that position, we can 
place any variable that has not yet occurred; the index i will be convenient 
for counting the number of such variables. 
Since the identity o is irregular but every variable which occurs on its 
left side also occurs on its right side, there exists k E N, such that ark # K. 
Hence, 
w!-X,X2’..X, 
=x1 ‘..XpX,1 ‘..X,(k-1) (a, . ..i m)x cr(k + 1) “-XanXr--9+1 “‘X, 
=x1 . ..Xp(X.I...X,(k-l))~,...~~--(~,X,(k+,)... 
X,nXr-q+l)Xr-q+2...X, 
=x1 -..xpx, . ..~.(X,l...X,(k-,))~~+*...~n~~Xa(k+l)... 
X,&-q+1 “‘Xr forsome 2<s<n (since al #p+ 1) 
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. . . . . 
=X, ...XpXI “‘x,yx, .“.xp,X,+, ‘.. 
. . 
XnXmX,(k+ I) “‘X,rJ-y+ I “‘Xr 
by Lemma 6.2 since ii and i,,, are arbitrary 
. . 
=x1 . ..XpX.“.X k~,~kX,(k+I)...X,,X,~y+l...X, 
since the above lines show that the product 
x1 ‘.,XpX,I ...X&-(/+l . . .x, is independent of the values 
of x al > ...) X rk 
. . . 
=X~~~~XpX,“‘XkXk+l”.X,X,~y+l “‘X,, similarly 
. . . 
=x, ...XpXI “‘x,x,+lx,-q+l “‘X, since, by the above, 
the product x,x2 . . . x, is independent of the values 
ofx,,,, ...,Xp+m. 
Thus, w t- 12p,r,q. Since AP,r,q I- w is clear, the lemma follows. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let o: x1 x2 . . . x, = xy, xY2 . . xYs be a stable identity 
with r 6s. Then, we define 
L(w)=max{jEN,:yi=ifor all i<j} 
R(w)=max( jEN,:yi=i+r-s for all s-j+ 1 <i<s}. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If o is an irregular stable identity whose shorter side 
has length r, then o is equivalent to IZLcoj,,,Rcw,. 
ProoJ: Let CO: x,x2.. .x, = xylxY2 . . .x,,. In case N, E Im y, the result 
follows directly from Lemma 6.3. So, suppose iV, g Im y. By Lemma 6.2, 
we may assume that N,\Im y = {p + 1, p + 2, . . . . r-q} for some p, q. 
Suppose first that r < s. Let ii, iz, . . . . i, be tn = r -p - q distinct elements 
of Im y\N,. We may assume that y(p+ l)#i, and y(s-q) #i,. Sub- 
stituting the variable x~+~ for xi/, we obtain another irregular stable iden- 
tity w’: x,x2 . . x, = XY’i xy.* . . . XyPs such that o I- CO’, N,_c Im y’, and 
hw7~ CO’} + CO. By the above, w’ is equivalent to A,,,,,, for some p’ <p, 
q’ <q. Hence A.p,,r,q, + Ap,r,q and so APC,,,q, + CD. Thus, CO is equivalent to 
1 P,,r,4,, The result follows in this case by Lemma 6.2. 
Finally, consider the case r = s. We proceed as in the previous case with 
the difference that we substitute either xP+ i 1, or kix,, i for xi1 instead of 
just the variable xP+ i- one of these two substitutions will leave xP+ I in a 
position different from the (p + l)th place in the right side of the resulting 
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identity. We can then use the irregular identity CO’ yielded by this 
substitution just as in the preceding case. The details are left to the reader. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. The identity x1x2 . . . xg = x1x3x2x7x4x8x5x6 is 
equivalent to 3Li,6,2, while x1x2 ~~~x6=x2xgx,x,x6x5 is equivalent to 
I 0,6,0. 
Remark 6.7. It is not hard to show that ;Ip,r,g I- &,,r,,q, if and only if 
p < p’, q < q’, and r < r’. Hence the relation of consequence for simply 
insertive identities is very easy to decide. For permutation identities, the 
situation is more complicated (cf. [14]). 
At this stage the reader should be well-acquainted with stable identities, 
so it is perhaps appropriate to make some remarks on the operators B and 
9’ on varieties. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. Let V1 = [x,x2=x1] and VZ = [xlxZ=x2]. Then 
9’~=;vi- for i=l,2. Hence, %=V, v9’l=[x,=x~,xIx2x3=x,x3x2] 
and 9V5=V2 v YI= [x1=x:, xi x*x3 = xZxIxJ], the second equalities 
in each of the preceding series being well known. Also well known is 
that 6 v VZ = [x, = XT, x,x2 =x1x3x2]. It follows that Y’(Vr v V2) = 
[x1x2 = x1x3x2] # YV, v 9”V2, and 9’(V1 v V2) t& x1 = x: since 
S’(-v; v 75) w x1 = x: while 9V1 v 9V2 = [xi = XT, x1x2x3x4 = 
xIx3x2x41. 
Hence, the operators 9’ and 9 (and Stab) do not preserve joins. 
Also, Per(V1 n -Y;) # Per V, n Per V2 and Stab(9-Y; n Y’-v;) # Stab YV1 n 
Stab 9V2 so that, neither Per nor Stab preserve meets (whence neither do 
9’ or 9). Further, this example shows that the set of all stable varieties is 
not a sublattice of the lattice 55’ of all semigroup varieties. 
EXAMPLE 6.9. Let Vi = [x,x2x3 =x2x3x1], -Y; = [x,x2x3 =x,x3x2]. 
Note that “y; v VZ + xIx1x2=x1x2xI. However, it is clear that the only 
permutation identities that might be used to deduce x,x1x2 = x1x2x, are 
the identity xlx2=x2xl and the permutation identities of length 3. We 
claim that none of these permutation identities holds in V1 v V2. Since V2 
contains the left-zero semigroups (i.e., [x1x2 =x1] c V2), the only possible 
candidate for a counter-example to our claim is the identity x1x2x3 = 
x1x3x2. But, it is not hard to show that V1 & “y;. This establishes the claim. 
Hence, Per(Vi v V2) # Per V, v Per *y; and so, the set of all permutational 
varieties is not a sublattice of 9. 
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7. THE SEMILATTICE OF STABLE VARIETIES 
Under this section, we study some order properties of the semilattice pJ 
of stable varieties of semigroups. This will enable us, for example, to deter- 
mine the cardinality of the semilattice %s of stable generalized varieties. 
We need some preliminaries from the theory of well-quasi-ordering. The 
reader is referred to the literature for its development (e.g., [ 10, 5, 61). 
DEFINITION 7.1. A quasi-ordered (qo) set Q is said to be well-quasi- 
ordered (wqo) if it has no infinite (strictly) descending chains and no 
infinite anti-chains (i.e., no infinite sets of pairwise incomparable lements). 
Let N, denote the set of all nonnegative integers. If s, t c N,, then we 
write s< t (resp. s< t) in case s is a (proper) initial segment of t; if 
s = { iO, i, , . . . . i,}, t = (il ,...,i,} for some O,<m<n and i,<i,< ... <i,, 
we write s 4 1. Let XG N, be an infinite subset. A barrier on X is a set B of 
finite subsets of X such that 0 4 B and the following two conditions hold: 
(a) for every infinite subset Y of X, there exists s E B such that s < Y; 
(b) ifs,tEBands#t,thensgt. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let Q be a qo set and let B be a barrier. A function 
f:B + Q is said to be good if there exist elements , t E B such that s 4 t and 
f(s) <f(t). If every function f from a barrier into Q is good, then we say 
that Q is better-quasi-ordered (bqo). 
We now mention a few simple results involving the above concepts. 
Facts 7.3. (i) Every well-ordered set is bqo and every bqo set is wqo. 
(ii) Any subset and any homomorphic image of a bqo set is also 
bqo. If Q is bqo under a given qo <, then Q is also bqo under any qo 
which extends 6. 
(iii) Any finite union and any finite direct product of bqo sets is itself 
bqo (where the order for the product is defined componentwise). 
Let Sz denote the set of all stable identities and (qo) order it by the 
relation of consequence (i.e., wi precedes o2 if oi +02). Let Z7 (resp. A) 
denote the subset of 0 consisting of all permutation (resp. simply insertive) 
identities. Based on the work of Section 6, we can now establish the 
following. 
THEOREM 7.4. Sz is bqo. 
ProoJ By Proposition 6.5 and the above facts, it suBices to show that 
n and A are bqo. 
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For p, q E N,, let n,,, denote the subset of 17 consisting of all identities 
o such that L(o)=p and R(w)=q. Thus, if OE~,,,, w:xIx2~~~x,= 
x,1 x,2 * . . xor 9 the permutation o really lives on the set {p + 1, p + 2, . . . . 
r-q} and a(p+ 1) #p+ 1, a(r-q) #r-q. Hence, we can define a 
bijection from N, x N, x Z7O,O onto Z7 by mapping (p, q, x1x2 “.x, = 
XClXS2 . . .xrs) to the identity XIX2 “‘X, = x, “‘X,X,,[, ..- 
Xp+iP-q+l . . . x, where r = p + s + q. Further, it is clear that this mapping 
preserves order. By the above facts, it follows that it is enough to show that 
17,,, is bqo to prove that I7 is bqo. 
Now, it is well known that, given any CO,, E Z7,,, there are only finitely 
many identities in Z7,,, which are not consequences of o. (see, e.g., 
[ 15, 141). Since, for any barrier B and any s E B, there exist infinitely many 
t E B such that s 4 t, it follows that any function from a barrier into 17,,, is 
good. Hence, Lro,o is bqo. 
As for ,4, recall first the notation Izp,r,q for the elements of ,4 introduced 
in Definition 6.1. Thus, we have a bijection (p, r, q) H ;Ip,r,q from the subset 
of No x N x No consisting of the triples (p, I, q) such that p + q < r onto A. 
We already observed in Remark 6.7 that this mapping is actually an order 
isomorphism. By the above facts, /i is bqo. 
We are ready for our second main result. 
THEOREM 7.5. (i) Every stable variety is finitely based. 
(ii) gS is countable and bqo under inclusion. 
Proof Since 51 is bqo by Theorem 7.4, so is the set fi of all sets of 
stable identities which are closed under the relation of consequence; 
further, every element of Sz consists of the consequences of one of its finite 
subsets [4, Theorem 2.11. Hence, we have (i), and 9” is countable and bqo 
under inclusion. In particular, $9” is wqo. By [l, Theorem 3.61, 4 is also 
countable. By [l, Proposition 3.51, %s is also bqo under inclusion. 
COROLLARY 7.6. The set of all generalized varieties of the form 8W is 
countable and bqo under inclusion. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 7.5 together with 
Theorem 5.6. 
Remark 7.7. The set of all varieties of semigroups is uncountable and is 
not wqo. 
Remark 7.8. Part (i) of Theorem 7.5 can be deduced directly from the 
results of [14] or [15]. 
LEMMA 7.9. Every set of irregular stable identities is equivalent to a 
single simply insertive identity. 
481/120/1-Z 
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Proof: By Proposition 6.5, it suffices to consider a family 
r= PP,,w,: iE Z} of simply insertive identities. We claim that r is 
equivalent to the single identity A,,,, where p = min,,,p,, r = minis,ri, and 
q = mini,, qi. Clearly, every identity in r is a consequence AP,,,‘I. To prove 
z-l-- ~P.LP assume that 0, 1,2 E I and rO= r, p, =p, q2 = q. Let 
m=r-p,-q,andlett=l+max{r,-p,r,-q).Then,adoptingthesame 
conventions as in the proof of Lemma 6.3, we obtain 
r-+xX1x2-~, 
=x, "'XpXp+, . ..Xpof. . ..&i.,., ...i,X,--qO+l *.. 
X r--qxr-c/+1 ... X, using ~,,,,, 
=xl...xp.tp+l . ..~po~i.l~..~tXr~40+1~~.Xr~-qX.~-q+, "'X, 
using dp, r,, 4, 
. . . . =x,"'x x P PC1 . ..x PO 1 x "'XIX,- 40 f 1 “‘x,-qx,-q+l “‘X, 
usiw.3 ApZ,r2,4. 
Hence, r+ Ap,r,q by Proposition 6.5. 
THEOREM 7.10. Every stable variety admits a basis of identities of one of 
the forms Z or C v (A,,,} where Z is a finite set of permutation identities 
and, in the second case, C is such that L(o) asp and R(w) 2 q for all o E .Z. 
ProoJ By Theorem 7.5(i), we know that any stable variety admits a 
finite basis of identities. We write it as Eu r where I; consists of per- 
mutation identities and r is a set of irregular stable identities. By Lemma 
7.9, we may assume that r= /25 or r= {A,,,>. In the latter case, just note 
that necessarily p < L(o) and q < R(w) for all o EZ by an argument 
similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 7.9. 
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